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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to elucidate modern production systems in which coordination and control among
companies have become widespread globally. In particular, the authors aim to test the Global Value Chain (GVC)
governance theory empirically with a focus on the state of Apple’s GVC governance. More specifically, the
authors attempt to determine whether the relationships theoretically explained in Gereffi, Humphrey and
Sturgeon (2005) can be observed in Apple’s GVC and contribute toward understanding Apple’s state of
coordination. This study shows the state of coordination in Apple’s GVC does not necessarily correspond to the
theoretical types. Simply put, the three determinants do not reflect the state of coordination in Apple’s GVC.
This paper adopts augmenting and complementary explanations from the resource-dependence perspective to
elucidate Apple’s GVC governance by empirically illustrating how Apple’s GVC governance are achieved
through the accompanying asymmetric power relationships between the company and its suppliers.
Keywords: Apple Inc., explicit coordination, global value chain, governance, power asymmetry, resource
dependence
1. Introduction
Since the 1990s, the mass production structures of large-scale companies have become increasingly globalized.
However, companies are choosing to outsource their manufacturing functions to numerous independent firms on
the basis of their location. In addition, production sites that undertake a certain portion of specialized production
are being set up across several countries. A substantial number of transactions among these production sites take
place via cross-border markets, wherein diverse products are mass-produced under the condition of fluctuating
demand. Such production structures are a new feature that have become commonplace, and it can be inferred that
exceedingly complicated management has become critical in such mass production structures.
However, research on the globalized mass production at the company level remains insufficient. The formation,
realization, and historical positioning of such production and its current state are key topics that warrant deeper
analysis. Against the backdrop of these gaps, this study uses a global value chain (GVC) framework critically to
evaluate the state of governance in the new production structure that has expanded globally.
GVC research offers concepts that are effective in understanding the various forms of functional integration of
internationally dispersed activities. GVC theory includes not only a value analysis of countries or regions and the
areas of GVC within which companies act, create value, and obtain value (Dedrick, Kraemer, & Linden, 2008;
Xing & Detert, 2010; Inomata, 2017), but also a governance analysis that elucidate the control and coordination
of entities composing a value chain (Gereffi, Humphrey & Sturgeon, 2005; Sturgeon, 2008; Ponte & Sturgeon,
2014; Dallas, Ponte, & Sturgeon, 2017, 2019). In the latter, the GVC analysis sheds light on both production and
the entirety of activities ranging from design to marketing, thus highlighting governance issues concerning the
organization and management of these chains of activities. It provides an important perspective that serves as
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reference for the elucidation of this paper’s research topic, which seeks to elucidate modern production systems
in which coordination and control among and within companies have become widespread.
Based on GVC theory, this study attempts to analyse the modern production systems organized and coordinated
as GVC through a case study into Apple’s GVC governance. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Next section we review the literature that constitutes the origin and evolution of GVC with focus on governance.
Third section describes our methodological procedures. Forth section details the state of Apple’s GVC: it briefly
discusses the formation of the GVC at Apple and then uses interview responses to describe the present state of
GVC governance at Apple. Fifth section critically examines GVC governance theory to highlight its existing
limitations and presents augmenting and complementary explanations for the state of GVC governance and
“power asymmetry” (Gereffi et al., 2005) from a resource-dependent perspective. Final section concludes the
paper.
2. Theoretical Background
2.1 The Formation of GVC Governance Theory
Global value chains are a functional integration of globally dispersed economic activities. However, this
functional integration is held within a single organization or takes the form of a network comprising legally
independent companies that are not in a direct ownership relationship. Since this functional integration is not
spontaneously formed but achieved through the strategies and decision making of specific entities, governance
issues regarding its organization and management may arise (Ponte & Sturgeon, 2014).
In other words, individual companies composing a GVC are economic entities that engage in independent
decision making and behaviours, and transactions within such a GVC are considered free contractual actions
based on autonomous intent. Assuming each entity acts to further its own gain, functional integration in the GVC
will depend on how the potentially conflicting interests of individual companies are coordinated and how the
direction to create an end-to-end value chain defined by the companies’ actions is formed. The coordination of
companies’ interests and the setting of direction to ensure functional integration in the GVC is not necessarily
based on a democratic consensus or the principles of fairness; rather, it is achieved through inter-firm negotiation
and control accompanied by power asymmetry. Governance emerges as a core issue irrespective of whether these
objectives are achieved through market pricing mechanisms or hierarchically allocated authority because the
functional integration of economic activities depends on interest coordination and direction setting.
In global commodity chains (GCC) research, which is the foundation of the GVC literature, Gereffi (1994)
defines governance as the relationship between authority and power that regulates the allocation of financial,
physical, and human resources in the chain. Gereffi and Fernandez-Stark (2016) use the concept of GCC to
examine production systems that functionally integrate activities such as the development, manufacturing, and
distribution of internationally dispersed commodities. They propose two governance structures for GCCs on the
basis of companies’ intent and actions, which play a crucial role in the organization of GCCs. Gereffi (1994)
discusses the producer–driven pattern organized by multinational manufacturing companies, for example,
General Motors and IBM, and the buyer–driven pattern demonstrated by major retailers including Sears and
Walmart and brand companies such as Nike and Liz Claiborne.
In a special issue on GVC published in the 2001 IDS Bulletin, GVC research is proposed as an integration of
analyses on the global economy including GCC and progressed to incorporate studies using networks or the
overall chain comprising specialty companies as the unit of analysis from a value chain perspective (Gereffi,
Humphrey, Kaplinsky & Sturgeon, 2001). However, the approach of theorizing governance with focus on the
intent and actions of lead firms was carried forward. In the special issue, Gereffi et al. (2001) note that lead firms
intervene to coordinate GVCs accounting for two needs. First is the need to determine the specifications of
products produced by suppliers and to control the production process. Second is the need to avoid the
undertaking of risks associated with suppliers’ inability to meet quality standards and deadlines and to exercise
their power through decision making and monitoring regarding the control of core resources of their entry into or
exit from the chain. Such powerful lead firm do exist through their market power held by lead firms and their
favourable positioning the chain.
Further, by exercising such power, lead firms achieve governance from the non-market coordination of economic
activities through inter-firm networks, quasi-hierarchical relationships between influential lead firms and
companies that are independent yet in subordinate relationships, and vertical integration within companies
(Gereffi et al., 2001).
To this effect, Humphrey and Schmitz (2001) propose a GVC governance theory with focus on lead firms’ intent
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and actions and define GVC governance as the ability of companies in a chain to set and enforce other
companies’ operation parameters. In the theory, Gereffi et al.’s (2001) two coordination needs can be considered
the setting and the enforcement of product design parameters for supplier products and process parameters for
suppliers’ manufacturing processes.
Gereffi et al. (2001) and Humphrey and Schmitz’s (2001) governance theories focus on the governance
behaviour of lead firms and develop their theory on the basis of producer- and buyer-driven governance. With
the transformation of inter-firm transactions accompanying ICT advancements since the mid-1990s, numerous
forms other than the two types of inter-firm transactions have emerged, creating the need for a theory that can
comprehensively explain these phenomena. Accordingly, the focus of governance has shifted from a perspective
centred on lead firms in a chain to one reflecting the attributes of inter-firm collaboration (Ponte & Sturgeon,
2014). Against this backdrop, Gereffi et al. (2005) categorize governance according to the attributes of inter-firm
transactions. This framework for governance is frequently cited in the literature and can be considered a standard
theory for GVC governance at the company level. The following subsection summarizes the theory.
2.2 Gereffi et al.’s (2005) Governance Theory
Gereffi et al. (2005) propose ‘a more complete typology of value-chain governance’ (p. 83) to construct a
framework that overcomes the producer-driven and buyer-driven dichotomy and explains changes in and the
development of GVCs. Gereffi et al. (2005) set market transactions and vertically integrated hierarchy as the
extremes of explicit coordination and propose three intermediate types of networks between these
extremes—modular, relational, and captive—to categorize the five basic forms of GVC governance. They
further propose three determinants of GVC governance—the complexity of transactions, degree to which
information can be codified, and capabilities of suppliers—to explain the conditions under which the five types
of governance are formed. These five types of governance are distinguished by the height of each of the three
determinants (Gereffi et al., 2005).
Under the market type, the complexity of exchanged information is low when transactions are easily codified,
product specifications are simple, and suppliers have sufficient capabilities. In this case, market governance
requires little explicit coordination.
When modularization through codification is possible even for more complex products and when suppliers have
the capabilities to supply such modules, there is limited need to directly monitor and control suppliers and
complex information can be exchanged with limited explicit coordination. Modular governance is formed under
these circumstances.
For relational governance, the exchange of complex information is necessary and product information cannot be
easily codified, although suppliers are equipped with high capabilities. Here, tacit knowledge is exchanged
between sellers and buyers and inter-dependent relationships are regulated through reputation and social ties.
Such complex and tacit information or knowledge is exchanged through frequent direct interactions in
relationships controlled through a high degree of explicit coordination.
Governance takes a captive form when an information exchange in the form of detailed instructions and
procedural documents is highly codified and if product specifications are increasingly complex, while supplier
capabilities are low. High product complexity and low supplier capabilities warrant considerable intervention
and control by lead firms, although this increases suppliers’ transactional dependence on the lead firms to secure
the gains of their coordination efforts. Suppliers under captive governance are often restricted to activities in
limited domains and depend on lead firms for complementary activities such as design, logistics, component
procurement, and production technology innovation. While suppliers under captive governance are controlled by
lead firms, dissolving such relationships it not viable because the lead firms offer resources and market
opportunities.
Finally, when the codification of product specifications is difficult, products are complex, and there are no
capable suppliers, lead firms are forced to internalize production, resulting in the formation of hierarchy-based
governance. Hierarchy governance requires the exchange of tacit knowledge through the value chain and is
formed when it is necessary to control intellectual property and effectively manage the complex networks of
inputs and outputs.
Gereffi et al. (2005) use the five governance types to explain the degree of explicit coordination and power
asymmetries between lead firms and suppliers. They describe the degrees of power asymmetry and explicit
coordination as a continuum from the highest degrees in a hierarchy to the lowest ones in market governance. In
captive governance, the power of a lead firm is directly exercised in a hierarchical manner, implying a high
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degree of explicit coordination and significant power asymmetry. By contrast, in relational governance, the
power relationship is more symmetric and explicit coordination occurs through frequent dialogue. In modular
and market governance, switching costs are low for lead firms and suppliers and the power asymmetry is lower
(Gereffi et al., 2005).
In Gereffi et al.’s (2005) governance theory, the exercising of power and explicit coordination by lead firms,
which had been at the core of theory, are considered attributes of each governance type and theorized as
explainable by the three determinants. In Gereffi et al.’s (2005) theory of GVC governance and its subsequent
development, governance type based on inter-firm relationships composed of lead firms and suppliers is
regarded as governance theory at the micro level and the scope of explanation is further extended to the meso
level and the macro level. The meso-level theory explains the propagation of inter-firm governance relationships
within the value chain. The macro-level theory, on the other hand, discusses socioeconomic and environmental
changes resulting from the state of GVC governance. Thus, attempts have been made to construct a more
comprehensive GVC governance theory at the micro, meso, and macro levels (Sturgeon, 2008; Ponte & Sturgeon,
2014). (Note 1)
While the GVC governance theory goes ahead with the abovementioned theoretical extension, it still maintains
Gereffi et al. (2005) as a reference for GVC governance at the company level. Following Gereffi et al. (2005),
Sturgeon (2008) and Ponte and Sturgeon’s (2014) extend GVC governance theory to seek a more comprehensive
explanation. Further, to address the gap in GVC governance research on the issues of power, Dallas et al. (2017,
2019) develops a power typology that functions in GVC governance. However, here as well, power relationships
between lead firms and suppliers are explained as per Gereffi et al. (2005).
Thus, while it carries forward the framework for GVC governance at the company level, Gereffi et al. (2005)
remains the basis for GVC governance between lead firms and suppliers. Simply put, Gereffi et al.’s (2005)
theory can be viewed as a standard theory of corporate-level GVC governance. (Note 2) As mentioned before,
this paper uses the GVC theory critically to analyse the state of GVC governance at the corporate level. This
means that the present study can be viewed as an empirical test of the GVC governance theory with focus on the
state of Apple’s GVC governance.
2.3 Analytical Framework for GVC Governance
Prior to conducting the analysis, we discuss the types of events and relationships adopted as this study’s subjects
on the basis of Gereffi et al.’s theory (2005).
As previously mentioned, Gereffi et al. (2005) state that each governance type is formed through three
determinants. These determinants can be considered independent variables, while the governance types are
dependent variables. We first examine the domains these determinants represent in the state of Apple’s GVC
governance. Second, we clarify the type of governance corresponding to the state of Apple’s GVC governance.
Gereffi et al. (2005) define the differences among governance types as variations in the relationship between lead
firms and its supplier and those in the approach to explicit coordination. Accordingly, this research describes the
relationships between Apple and its suppliers; explicit coordination by Apple; and the methods, targets, and
characteristics of coordination. Finally, we verify the relationship between the determinants and governance
types using Apple’s GVC as a case study. More specifically, we attempt to test whether the relationships
theoretically explained in Gereffi et al. (2005) can be observed in Apple’s GVC and contribute toward
understanding Apple’s state of coordination.
The following section clarifies the state of Apple’s GVC, which will help understand the topics discussed in
Fourth section.
3. Methodology
3.1 Research Design
The governance analysis in this study focuses on Apple and its GVC. The choice of Apple and its GVC as an
object of this case study was motivated by several reasons. First, this choice was motivated by the fact that Apple
outsources a majority of its manufacturing functions to external companies with no direct ownership relationship,
thus engaging in mass production through a supply structure comprising numerous manufacturing companies
located across the world. In FY 2018, for example, Apple sold more than 200 million units of its core product,
iPhone. Second, Apple’s production structure and its role in growth achievement make Apple a unique case study.
Apple’s mass production structure consists of new features that significantly differ from traditional ones, which
lets us view the company as a revelatory case. Third, integrating these new features in production structure and
GVC governance theories renders Apple a critical case in demonstrating the validity of GVC theory and in
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extending or modifying alternative explanations and theories. Finally, Apple also fulfils the condition prescribed
by Yin (2003), that is, a single case study is an appropriate approach to testing a theory. (Note 3)
Since the aim of this study was to clarify the state of Apple’s GVC, we have decided that a qualitative study
would be the appropriate methodological approach. The main technique used in the gathering of data was the
interviews conducted with Apple and other suppliers in the IT industry, although, this as complemented by the
written responses to questionnaire conducted with other suppliers and numerous academic sources.
3.2 Data Collection
Data for the present case study were primarily collected through interview surveys administered to a Taiwanese
supplier that has been transacting with Apple for several years, Company A. We also referenced the extant
literature and other sources. (Note 4)
Company A supplies electronic components used in smartphones, tablets, and other devices and significantly
depends on Apple for its sales. According to the categories of company scale prescribed in Taiwan, Company A
is a large-scale company in terms of capitalization and number of employees. Its components are delivered to
module suppliers that embed them in module components sent to Electronics Manufacturing Service (EMS),
which builds module components for Apple products. This study also uses data from interviews conducted in a
Taiwanese procurement subsidiary of a Japanese electric machinery manufacturer, Company B, and EMS,
Company C. Surveys were conducted between March and August 2019 for companies A and C and in March
2019 for Company B. The duration of each interview was roughly two hours. To protect the suppliers’ identity,
all related information including company name and product is kept confidential. See Table 1 for a detailed case
data.
Table 1. Description of case data
Description of Case Data
Company

Category

Time

Interviewees

A

Supplier

March, 2019

Two interviewees:
Interviewee 1: Responsible for R&D
Interviewee 2: Responsible for Quality Control

August, 2019

Three interviewees:
Interviewee 1: Responsible for R&D
Interviewee 2: Engineer
Interviewee 3: Engineer

B

Electric machinery manufacturer

March, 2019

One interviewee: Project Manager

C

EMS

March / August, 2019

One interviewee: Responsible for sourcing and purchasing

4. State of Governance in Apple’s GVC
4.1 GVC Formation and Development
This subsection first presents the formation and the current state of the GVC at Apple. Following its inception in
1976, Apple achieved significant growth throughout the 1980s, and by the first half of the 1990s, it established a
production system comprising four production sites organized by region: the Sacramento and Fountain plants in
the United States serve North and South America; the Singapore plant caters to Australia, Japan, and the rest of
Asia; and the Ireland plant supplies to Europe. However, the company suffered a significant sales decline and
loss in 1996 and thereafter, business remained stagnant until the first half of the 2000s. Apple’s performance
gradually recovered and since the latter half of the 2000s, it has reported exponential growth into a giant
corporation. During its progress from stagnation to rapid growth, Apple advanced its outsourcing and
globalization to develop its present-day GVC.
Akino (2016) surveys changes in Apple’s production structure during the stagnation period and shows that as
part of its restructuring, the company cut off its in-house production functions and outsourced nearly all of its
products. In 1996, U.S.-based SCI Systems purchased Apple’s Fountain plant and was outsourced production.
Apple also outsourced circuit board assembly and numerous products to manufacturers in Singapore and South
Korea, gradually reducing production at its three plants. The production of remaining models was incrementally
outsourced, and by 2004, manufacturing was discontinued at the Singapore and Sacramento plants. The Ireland
plant, which produces Mac computers, is the only Apple plant that retains its manufacturing functions. During
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this period, Apple outsourced its manufacturing particularly to Electronics Manufacturing Service (EMS) in
Taiwan. Until 2002, Hon Hai Precision Industry handled the production of all units for iMac models. In 1995,
Apple concluded an original design manufacturer (ODM) agreement with Taiwan’s Quanta Computer for a
series of PowerBook models. The agreement was extended into the 2000s and expanded to the production of the
new model of iBooks. The iPod series, which supported Apple’s rapid growth from the latter half of the 2000s,
was outsourced in entirety to Inventec Appliance Corporation since the product’s launch in 2001. The rapid
increase in iPod sales by 2004 prompted Apple to expand its procurement sources to AsusTek Computer and Hon
Hai Precision.
Thus, Apple’s production structure, which was an outcome of restructuring in the latter half of the 1990s, shifted
from in-house production to outsourcing production functions to external firms, achieving mass production. In
response to the shift in product strategy, company diversified its business fields into non-PC products such as the
iPod, iPhone, and iPad, which has contributed to Apple’s rapid growth since the 2000s. Further, Apple concluded
agreements with the then-growing EMS companies and entered into agreements with numerous independent
manufacturers for material, parts, and components. Apple’s newly established production structure and GVC
resulted in the manufacturing companies setting up and expanding production sites primarily in China, which has
led to the present-day situation of the multinational technology company.
An Apple supplier list published in early 2019 lists 808 worksites under 200 companies, which accounts for 98%
of Apple’s procurement costs. These companies include contract manufacturers that primarily engage in
assembly and those manufacturing numerous materials, parts, and components. Apple’s suppliers are based in 13
countries, with production sites and other business locations spread across 28 countries. Of the 200 suppliers, 42
are based in the United States, 45 in Taiwan, 44 in China, and 38 in Japan. Overwhelming 380 worksites are
located in China and 128 work sites are based in Japan. Evidently, Apple has been building a global production
structure comprising multiple independent suppliers (Akino, Yamanaka, Kikuchi, & Huang, 2020).
In addition to Apple’s dependency on the manufacturing functions of external companies, which can be seen as
the company’s pursuit of outsourcing, there is an apparent trend toward the strengthening and internalizing of
manufacturing related functions. Apple manufactures a certain portion of Mac computers at its Ireland plant,
although these manufacturing functions account for a small portion of the whole. Apple not only designs its
products’ external and internal components, but also is deeply involved in the invention and design of
technologies for specialized manufacturing processes. The company also designs the core IC components of the
iPhone and iPad. Thus, Apple has positioned itself in the upstream areas of the development and design for
manufacturing methods and equipment through mergers and acquisitions and active internalization. This can be
viewed as Apple distancing itself from the manufacturing functions at the middle of the value chain. (Note 5)
The following subsection discusses how Apple, in its current position in the value chain, coordinates and
integrates a GVC comprising independent external companies with manufacturing functions and how it has
succeeded in mass-producing diverse product groups.
4.2 State of Governance
The typical forms of transactions between EMS companies and the brand manufacturers in the supply chain are
turnkey and assign. In the turnkey form of transaction, EMS companies select and manage suppliers for parts
procurement, and this reduces brand manufacturers’ cost of searching for suppliers. Under assign, the brand
manufacturer selects, approves blueprints, and negotiates price with suppliers to procure parts. Company B
reports that assign and turnkey account for 80% and 20% transactions for general PCs and 90% and 10% for
high-spec PCs. Brand manufacturers prefer assign transactions for high-cost parts that are closely related with
product quality and shared among multiple products. Bulk purchases of parts that must be shared increase brand
manufacturers’ bargaining power with the suppliers and reduce unit price.
For assign transactions, Apple requires its suppliers to provide detailed information about materials and parts
costs, labour costs, and profits. For example, when a specific part is produced through multiple processes, Apple
may request estimates for each process. Company A states that customers other than Apple determine prices of
parts as per the market price. Apple, however, requests for information that is exceptional in amount and scope
and uses such detailed information to select suppliers and determine baseline prices. Prices negotiated between
Apple and Company A are then communicated to EMS companies and module suppliers.
Between Apple and Company A, Apple primarily designs parts, although Company A’s development department
may also engage in some design activities. Company A’s development department coordinates with its
manufacturing department while engaging in continuous negotiations with Apple. For final determined parts,
decisions are made concerning the extent of internal manufacturing by Company A and the extent of external
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procurement. When Company A externally procures parts, Apple mandates the confidentiality of the final
product. In certain cases, Apple may supply parts to Company A; for example, all electronic parts are supplied to
Company A by Apple. Apple estimates the procurement amount when finalizing parts specifications. However,
the estimated procurement volume is only a planned amount, and does not carry binding force.
Apple imposes significantly higher standards for manufacturing precision and quality control than those defined
by other brand manufacturers, and always requires that problem resolution be based on verification through
experimentation. Occasionally, suppliers are unable to meet Apple’s standards, in which case, it offers ideas
while urging all suppliers to achieve the desired results. Company B states that Apple has very powerful
capabilities for assessing suppliers’ initiatives.
When a supplier commences production, Apple representatives may offer support for two or three months. This
kind of support is not unique to Apple; For example, Company B, too, may inspect the production lines of its
partner EMS companies and provide suggestions to improve production methods. Following the successful
launch of the production, Apple requests that the supplier store several weeks’ worth of inventory close to EMS
companies’ production sites, the destination of the supplier.
At several points in time, the supplier receives notification of planned purchase quantity, known as a forecast.
Every month, Apple notifies the supplier of planned purchase quantities for a six-month period as a long-term
outlook. However, this forecast provided by Apple does not guarantee its purchase quantity of the parts.
Company A uses such forecasts when considering the required materials and parts volumes. All notifications
regarding official prices, quantities, and delivery dates are provided by EMS companies or module suppliers
about a month prior to commencing production.
Looking at the handling of fluctuations in demand, Apple forecasts its unit sales for products and presents
forecasts to Company A. However, there is a wide gap between Apple's forecast and actual volume ordered.
According to Company A, actual unit sales often differ by as much as 50%. Company A is required to
immediately deliver parts when unit sales exceed Apple’s forecasts but must shoulder the impact when unit sales
fall short of forecasts. Sometimes suppliers are required to set up plants dedicated to Apple. However, suppliers
face the risk of declining sales for Apple products and must increase orders from other customers to maintain the
plants’ utilization rates. Apple offers no compensation for parts procured by Company A even if sales
performance falls short of the forecasts and there is a decline in actual orders.
Looking at the method by which unit prices are determined, baseline unit prices are determined by Apple and
Company A as described above. Apple promotes competition by presenting estimates to multiple suppliers.
Actual delivery price is determined between EMS companies or the module suppliers and Company A. Once the
price is fixed, EMS companies or the module suppliers place individual orders with Company A. Company A
must deliver the orders by the predetermined delivery date and to the production site specified by EMS
companies or the module suppliers. Upon commencing mass production, Company A must engage in quarterly
unit price revisions with Apple. A similar price revision approach is also taken for Company B and its suppliers.
Apple presents Company A with a target cost, following which the unit price is revised through negotiations.
Apple, however, demands severe cost reductions from Company A and the cost reduction rate is high compared
with those quoted by other brand manufacturers. While Company A states that it often resists Apple’s demands,
it is generally forced to comply.
Looking at oversight of Company A by Apple, Apple’s buyers make observation visits once a month before
Company A begins mass production. Once Company A has initiated the process, Apple pays a visit when
production is at its peak to confirm if the demanded volume will be delivered. Company A states that Apple
makes the most frequent visits among all its customers. Apple’s supplier audits include both regular and
unannounced audits. Apple also requires suppliers to adopt an inventory management system where they can
share real-time information on production processes, shipment timings, and the arrival of materials. According to
Company A, such a requirement is proposed by most major customers, not only Apple. Company C is also
subjected to observation visits by Apple and believes the standards imposed by Apple are notably higher that
those by other customers. It also states that higher quality demands are correlated with a greater number of
observations.
Apple’s governance toward Company A is closer than that of Company B toward its partner EMS. Company B
does not request its partner EMS to invest in the production of specific products. Company B considers its
partner EMS can achieve the required quality standard at the determined unit price. Notably, it has no objection
to using parts produced for other companies’ products; rather, it positively evaluates such parts since they do not
require testing and verification as in the case of new parts. However, Apple may mandate that certain production
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equipment be used exclusively for the production of its products. While Apple itself may invest in such
equipment, business relations with the company often require transaction specific investments. The strictness of
the standards that Apple demands of suppliers can be glimpsed from these facts.
Apple Inc. decides the supplier of Company A
Apple Inc. decides Company A as its supplier（Assign）
Notify forecasts
Determination of base unit price, negotiation of unit price revision, production support, etc

Notify forecasts
Notify forecasts
Notify forecasts

Notify forecasts

Determine unit price
and delivery date

Supplier of
Company A

Company A

Module
Supplier

EMS

Apple Inc

Supplier of
Company A
Company A decides the supplier of Company A.

Supplier

Module

Component flow

Supplier
Coordination

EMS determines supplier as Apple supplier（Turnkey）

Figure 1. State of Apple’s governance toward company A
Source: Prepared by authors using interview data.

Figure 1 summarizes the state of Apple’s governance, whose key features are the scope and strictness of control.
Apple’s governance is not limited to EMS companies or the module suppliers but extends to Company A, which
supplies parts to EMS companies and the module suppliers. Company A also highlights that the scope of control
by other brand manufacturers is limited to EMS companies and the module suppliers and does not extend to
Company A.
5. Discussion
5.1 Discussion Based on GVC Theory and Related Concepts
We consider the state of Apple’s governance from the perspective of governance types defined in Gereffi et al.
(2005). The first independent variable used to determine governance type is the complexity of transactions. To
achieve product differentiation, Apple makes numerous demands toward suppliers, and these include parts
specifications, price, quality, and delivery time. Thus, the complexity of information can be deemed as high. The
second independent variable is the possibility of codification. Transactions for modularized products such as the
iPhone and iPad have well-defined product specifications and quality, and thus, superior ability is needed to
codify information. The third independent variable is the capabilities of suppliers. Company A’s production
process requires considerable time and high technological capabilities. Given that Company A has been
successfully supplying to Apple for several year, it is reasonable to assume that its production and management
capabilities are not low. The high complexity of transactions, superior ability to codify information, and high
supplier capabilities are characteristic of modular governance. This is in line with Gereffi et al. (2005), who state
that in modular governance, while the complexity of transactions is high, there is superior ability to codify
information and thus, complex information is exchanged without explicit coordination. Modular governance
limits the power asymmetry between lead firms and suppliers.
However, the interview responses indicate that Apple’s governance is characterized by unilateral coordination.
Apple leads product design and cost determination and imposes close control and strict authority over the
manufacturing processes. Company A recognizes that they can’t resist such powerful control by Apple. Against
the backdrop of governance types, the state of Apple’s coordination presents captive mode of governance. As per
modular governance, Apple’s intervention in the operations of EMS companies and module manufacturers
should be limited. However, Apple exercises considerable involvement that extends to Company A, which
supplies to EMS companies and module manufacturers. The state of Apple’s GVC governance cannot be
sufficiently explained using Gereffi et al.’s (2005) framework.
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The state of coordination in Apple’s GVC does not necessarily correspond to the five governance types. This is
possibly because the three determinants are not suitable as independent variables for governance types. In other
words, the captive condition, observed as a state of explicit coordination in Apple’s GVC, does not match the
governance type derived from the height of the three determinants indicated by the state, that is modular type.
Simply put, the three factors do not reflect the state of coordination in GVC.
Let us return to the state of Apple’s coordination, and the fact that, in comparison with other brand
manufacturers, Apple exerts strict coordination functions on its suppliers in the GVC. The occurrence of such a
coordination state can be attributed to the asymmetric inter-firm relationships between Apple and its suppliers
and the power asymmetries described in Gereffi et al. (2005). Accordingly, GVC governance can be elucidated
not by a coordination state fitted to the height of the three determinants, but by the types of inter-firm
asymmetric relationships among the transacting parties and the forms of coordination therein. It can be
considered that Gereffi et al.’s (2005) three determinants are derived from the relationships among the
transacting parties and the forces relative to the industry as a whole. Thus, it is imperative to first continue an
analysis of the coordination state in GVC and clarify its relationship with inter-firm power and power asymmetry
and then critically examine the existing concepts. These efforts will help reconstruct an appropriate concept that
elucidates the state of coordination. While this study is unable to resolve the issues in entirety, it sheds light on
the relationships with companies that compose the GVC using Apple’s GVC governance as a case study.
5.2 Resource-Dependent Relationships and Power Asymmetries in GVC
The functional integration of economic activities in a GVC is achieved through transactions among individual
firms that engage in economic activities. These transactional relationships, in turn, form networks of
inter-dependent relationships. In Apple’s state of coordination, inter-dependent relationships in the GVC imply
explicit and strict coordination. This form of coordination can be attributed to the asymmetric relationships of
power between the lead company, which organizes and leads the inter-dependent relationships, and other
companies and not to reciprocal and equal market transactions or exchange relationships.
Pfeffer and Salancik (1978/2003) offer a helpful explanation for inter-firm inter-dependent relationships and
power relationships. (Note 6) Drawing on the existing issues of GVC governance theory, this study adopts
augmenting and complementary explanations from a resource-dependence perspective to elucidate Apple’s GVC
governance.
Resource-dependent relationships among companies and other economic entities are defined as a chain of
transactions in which resources that become inputs are procured from the market and output is supplied through
production activities, thus generating profits. Since companies are not entirely self-fulfilling or self-sufficient in
executing their activities, they rely on other companies, organizations, and individuals to obtain the necessary
resources or secure revenue needed to survive. (Note 7) However, companies are essentially economic entities
that pursue their self-interest and seek to maximize their own profits while engaging in inter-dependency through
resource exchanges. Accordingly, a resource-dependent relationship involves the negotiation of interests
accompanied by potential conflicts, and whether such a negotiation is resolved in a manner advantageous to a
company is determined by the type of resource-dependent relationship formed.
Resource-dependent relationships are not necessarily limited to symmetric inter-dependency relationships. The
resource-dependence perspective assumes that inter-firm, resource-dependent relationships result in asymmetric
power relationships. To elaborate, companies with an advantage over other firms may exercise power to
constrain the decision-making process and to control the actions of more dependent companies in order to
advance negotiations in their favour. On the other hand, companies that are solely dependent must take a
subordinate position in decision-making processes, actions, and the securing of interests. Thus, identifying
factors influencing such inter-dependency is of strategic importance.
Pfeffer and Salancik (1978/2003) list three determining factors in a resource-dependent relationship. First is the
importance of resources that emphasizes the degree of significance assigned to resources in the continuity and
survival of a company’s business activities. The importance of resources is further divided into two dimensions:
the relative magnitude of resource exchanges and the criticality of resources. The relative magnitude of a
resource is defined as the percentage of an organization’s total input or output in a resource exchange.
Companies that source a majority of their raw materials from a single entity are more dependent on their
suppliers than those with multiple procurement sources. In addition, single-product companies are more
dependent on their customers than are diversified companies. The criticality of a resource is an important
concept in that a shortage of a resource exerts a direct and critical impact on the company’s survival. The greater
the number of resources for which a company depends on another company, the higher the criticality of those
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resources and the more the constraints and controls imposed on the organization by such company (Pfeffer &
Salancik, 1978/2003).
Second, dependence relationships are defined by the extent of discretion other organizations exercise in
allocating and using resources. Companies generally have to depend on an organization if it controls resource
allocation and use. Simply put, control over the allocation and use of resources is a source of power over other
organizations, and it becomes a more pronounced source of power when resources are scarce. This control over
the allocation and use of resources is first enabled by the ownership of resources, which enables control over the
use and disposal of the resources. Conversely, even if the resources are not owned, restricting access to
information or managing access to resources through a membership enables control over resource allocation. The
actual use of a resource determines user discretion. Finally, establishing and enforcing rules or regulations for
resource ownership, allocation, and use enables control over resource allocation and use (Pfeffer & Salancik,
1978/2003).
Third, dependence is defined by the ability to use substitute resources and by the extent to which these substitute
resources are controlled by other organizations. Dependence increases when there are challenges involved in
using substitute resources. The concentration of resource control among a small number of organizations and the
monopolizing of transactions by these organizations constrain the search for and use of substitute resources, thus
increasing dependence (Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978/2003).
From this resource-dependence perspective, the state and coordination of Apple’s GVC governance are achieved
through resource-dependent relationships between the company and its suppliers and through the accompanying
asymmetric power relationships. Thus, this study examines the resource-dependent relationships formed between
Apple and its suppliers and how this has resulted in power asymmetry.
The analysis first focuses on resource-dependent relationships surrounding critical resources. Company A is
dependent on Apple for a significant portion of its revenue. While Apple may view this relationship as
transactional, these transactions are a major source of revenue for Company A and the loss of such transaction
opportunities could jeopardize the company’s survival. In other words, Company A views transaction
opportunities with Apple as an extremely critical resource, thus forcing a highly dependent relationship.
As previously mentioned, Apple has outsourced a bulk of its manufacturing functions while aggressively
internalizing development and design functions related to products and manufacturing processes. Consequently,
Apple not only organizes the GVC but also internally secures the most critical functions in the GVC, thus
increasing the dependence of suppliers such as Company A. In other words, resources and functions that are the
most critical to value creation in Apple’s GVC are owned and executed by Apple.
Second, this study examines discretion exercised in resource allocation and use. Apple freely exercises discretion
in allocating and using diverse resources in the GVC. Further, it possesses the technical know-how and
knowledge to internalize product development and design functions and controls them through confidentiality
clauses. This further reinforces the criticality of Apple’s functions and technical knowledge in the GVC,
heightening supplier dependence.
Company A is required to not only provide detailed information on production, costs, profits, and processes, but
also comply with Apple’s strict confidentiality standards. Thus, information about Company A’s business
activities and capabilities is unilaterally absorbed and accumulated within Apple, forming a clear information
asymmetry between Apple and Company A. Apple can also strategically use this information asymmetry in
negotiations with Company A. Further, Company A must be added to Apple’s supplier list to gain critical
transaction opportunities. However, Apple has the sole power to make this decision and thus, controls access to
transaction opportunities through GVC memberships. These circumstances further increase the company’s
dependence on Apple. Apple also strictly controls and monitors Company A, particularly its inventory and
related responsibilities: Apple requests for exclusive use of factories, considerable cost reductions, and conducts
frequent audits (including unannounced audits). Apple’s control over Company A’s resource use constrains the
extent to which Company A can exercise discretion in resource usage.
Finally, this research considers the substitutability of resources. Transaction opportunities with Apple account for
a significant portion of Company A’s revenue and cannot be substituted with those offered by other customers,
which strengthens the criticality of transaction opportunities with Apple and increases reliance on Apple. Apple’s
exclusive use of Company A’s production equipment limits alternative revenue opportunities, which further
strengthens Company A's degree of dependence on transactions with Apple. Moreover, Apple’s functions in the
GVC are essential in the supply of highly differentiated and high-quality products and its know-how is a
non-substitutable resource for Company A and other suppliers in the GVC. These factors enhance the criticality
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of Apple’s resources and transaction opportunities and strengthen the dependence on and the power held by
Apple in the GVC.
In sum, Company A is highly dependent on Apple for all the determinants of a resource-dependent relationship.
The individual factors contributing to this dependence exert a combined interrelating effect, which heightens
Company A’s overall dependence on Apple. Apple’s coordination functions in the GVC are multifaceted and
extensive, (Note 8) and Company A’s strong dependence on Apple results in a significant power asymmetry,
through which Apple can realize its strict control and coordination. This study references Gereffi et al. (2005)
and their theorization of three determinants of governance: complexity of transactions, ability to codify
information, and capabilities of suppliers. However, the state of Apple’s coordination reveals that, independent
of these, GVC coordination is achieved through asymmetric resource-dependent relationships between the lead
firm and suppliers and the resultant power asymmetry. It is, therefore, necessary to explain why GVC
coordination by the lead firm, independent of the determinants of governance types, is strategically based on
asymmetric power relationships and to examine the conditions and factors contributing to such governance
behaviour.
6. Conclusions
This study attempts to elucidate present-day mass production systems in which coordination and control are
widespread between and within companies by critically reviewing GVC research and using Apple as a case study.
According to the extant GVC literature, the manner in which the internationally dispersed chain of activities by
numerous independent companies is functionally integrated raises a governance issue, it offers an effective
perspective on the control and coordination of entities composing the value chain. Thus, we believe that GVC
research, including Gereffi et al. (2005), provides a useful and critical viewpoint necessary to elucidate the topics
addressed in this study. Such a perspective can clarify modern production systems in which governance within
companies and inter-firm relationships has gained much significance.
By reviewing critically existing theory on GVC governance, this study has, to a certain extent, clarified the state
of Apple’s GVC governance and its rigorous coordination. Importantly, the findings reveal that this state of
governance does not necessarily correspond to those determinants described in Gereffi et al.’s (2005) framework.
Therefore, considering the need to explain the state of coordination in terms of power relationships among
transacting parties in a GVC, this study explains the state of coordination from the resource-dependence
perspective. The research concludes that, independent of the three factors of Gereffi et al. (2005), it is possible to
interpret that Apple achieves its close coordination and strict control through asymmetrical power relations
brought about by asymmetrical resource dependencies with supplier firms. In this respect, the analysis of GVC
governance by the resource dependence perspective can be considered to relativize the typology based on
determinants in Gereffi et al. (2005) and to complement their GVC theory.
Despite the contributions of this study, its conclusions are subject to several limitations. First, the analysis is
limited to a part of Apple’s GVC and does not describe the whole. Future research should consider increasing the
number of cases and accounting for a more extensive range of conditions through the use of questionnaires.
Second, this study focused on suppliers’ site in GVC. We have also compared Apple’s governance with
Company B toward its partner EMS. In spite of this, there is a lack of data collection on Apple site. Thus, we
need further research on Apple’s site to describe the state of governance in GVC. From a theoretical viewpoint,
more thorough research on GVC governance is needed. Scholars should conduct a more detailed examination of
the three determining factors and five governance types listed in Gereffi et al. (2005) and extend the concept of
coordination to broader research. Moreover, it is necessary to deepen discussions on GVC governance
considering the recent trends in governance research such as Ponte and Sturgeon (2014). Finally, while this study
empirically relies on the resource-dependence perspective to examine power asymmetries, this approach is
problematic. Further research is needed to explore broader frameworks that can shed light on the factors
determining GVC governance.
Nevertheless, we believe that the findings of this study highlight certain gaps in GVC governance research and
can serve as a basis to further examine the state of coordination from the perspective of power relationships and
to design effective approaches to address the issues identified in this study.
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Notes
Note 1. More accurately, studies have presented new theoretical viewpoints on GVC governance that are not
limited to the scope of phenomena subject to theorization using diverse theoretical knowledge. Ponte and
Sturgeon (2014), for example, incorporate governance as a normalizing factor while drawing on conventional
theory and position it as a module that offers a more comprehensive explanation of GVC governance theory.
Note 2. Sturgeon (2008) highlights that the initial theorization of GVC governance culminated in Gereffi et al.
(2005). This viewpoint supports this study’s recognition that GVC governance theory at the company level was
somewhat complete in Gereffi et al.’s work.
Note 3. Yin (2003) highlights three cases in which an appropriate theory testing method can be determined:
critical, extreme, and unique. The author further discusses the significance of a revelatory case.
Note 4. The primary data sources include EMJ Inc. (2016) and Pac Rim Research (2012).
Note 5. Some examples of in-house manufacturing include equipment for color plastic used in the iPhone 5C,
laser processing equipment and milling machines for MacBook aluminium bodies, and gear inspection
equipment for iPhone and iPad camera lenses. As for product development, Apple acquired U.S.-based
semiconductor design companies PA Semi and Intrinsity and thus, internally designs application processors that
have been at the core of the iPhone and iPad since the iPhone 4. In addition, the virtual AI assistant Siri, which
debuted with the iPhone 4S, was created by the acquired U.S.-based company Siri (Akino, 2015).
Note 6. The resource-dependent perspective is positioned as one of the most influential theories related to the
relationship between an organization and its environment (Hatch, 1997).
Note 7. In the resource-dependent perspective, the term ‘resources’ is given various meanings. Broadly,
resources can be defined as physical or monetary resources including raw materials, parts, and capital or as
non-tangible resources such as knowledge, information, and special capabilities. Resources may also take the
form of products and services.
Note 8. Pfeffer and Salancik (1978/2003) also highlight conditions in which power derived from
resource-dependent relationships is exerted to form dependence relationships that are advantageous to the entity
with power.
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